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In Year 7 we cover a variety of information to support the foundation 
knowledge for this subject. This helps build core information needed to 
work effectively and safety in the kitchen  
Theory covered:  
 

• Cross contamination: Understanding Pathogens, how they are 
spread and how to reduce contamination.   

 
• Food Hygiene and Safety: Looking at how PPE can reduce 

injury, exploring hazards and risk, food temperatures and 
storage.  

 
• Function of ingredients:  What do ingredients do in recipes? 

How does changing ratio, tolerance and controls affect the final 
outcome.  

 
• Sensory Analysis: Experimenting with our senses and how 

personal preferences, branding and senses can influence our 
food choices.  

 
  

 Fruit salad Introduction to knife skills and working safely in a 
kitchen environment  
 

 Quesadilla Introduction to the oven and its different parts, 
investigating heat transfer.  

 
 Flapjack Introduction to quality control and using more than 

one cooking method. 
 
 Cake experiments An experiment linking to the function of 

ingredients, how can changing recipes affect final outcomes.  
 
 Marble cake: This lesson focuses on following recipes and not 

asking for help.  
 
 Scones This practical is an assessment looking at creativity and 

ability to adapt a recipe, linking to function and sensory appeal.  
 
 Chicken nuggets. Looking at health and safety and practicing 

the correct way of handling high risk ingredients.  
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Two formal assessments are completed, firstly a baseline to see what 
knowledge students have on entry to this course. Then, through theory 
lessons and homework, students will cover new areas and address gaps 
in knowledge which will be reassessed at the end of the course.  
 
To reflect KS4 Curriculum students will also undergo a practical 
assessment (scones) This is looking at product design to suit the needs 
of a customer and to demonstrate knowledge of sensory appeal and 
function on ingredients.  
Teacher grades the Written Communication and Evaluation assessment 
and provides WWW and TI feedback. TI feedback must always be in the 
form of a question or task.  
 
Homework is set using a homework booklet (or Teams) and will cover 
what has been taught in lessons as well as key vocabulary, this is 
marked biweekly.  

Each Hospitality and Catering class operates on a carousel. They will do 
the subject for one term per academic year. They will then move on to 
Art, Engineering, Drama or Music.  
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Like Yr7, this year is built of theory and practical lessons. This helps 
underpin knowledge needed for students who will study Hospitality and 
Catering to KS4.  
Theory covered: 

• Carbohydrates and Sugars:  What is a Carbohydrate and how do 
they affect the body? Looking at classification of Carbohydrates, 
health issues and products containing sugars. This lessons also 
includes a sugar experiment testing branded sugary drinks and 
their sugar contents.  

• Proteins: What is a protein, ethical sources, specialist diets and 
how to use proteins in the kitchen. Different classifications of 
proteins and their sources. Looking at modern plant-based diets 
vs traditional meat production.  

 
• Fruit, Vegetables and Water:  Where do fruit and vegetables 

come from? What are the food production issues with them? 
Why do we need energy and why is water so important for the 
body? Sensory analysis of different products.  

 
• Food Science: How do food and science work together? This 

lesson looks at bread production and builds on the function of 
ingredients lesson from Y7. How and why does yeast react? 
What controls the rate of reaction? How does this affect the 
final outcome?  

 
• Sustainability: What is the impact of the environment does the 

food industry have? Why are plastics so bad? Why is food 
packaged? How can branding influence choice and can students 
build packaging to protect an egg using waste materials? 

 

• Adapted flap jack: Using the same recipe from Y7 can students 
adapt the recipe using the ingredients given to be more 
appealing? 
 

• Stir fry: Recapping HACCP and Quality control, refreshing 
knowledge about handling high risk ingredients.  

 
• Fajitas: Developing understanding of seasoning and producing a 

dish to suit personal preferences.  
 

• Pasta Salad: This is an assessment practical. Students are to 
produce a high-quality product with a set design brief (nutrition-
based product). 

 
• Pizza Pinwheels: This lesson follows on from the food science 

lesson, demonstrating the content taught in theory.  
 

• Spaghetti Bolognese: A tea time classic looking at being able to 
work confidently to produce a high-quality product. 
 

• Brownie: Recapping weights and measures from Year 7. This 
also looks at developing prestation skills.  
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Two formal assessments are completed, firstly a baseline to see what 
remember from Year 7. Then, through theory lessons and homework, 
students will cover new areas and address gaps in knowledge which will 
be reassessed at the end of the course.  
To reflect KS4 Curriculum students will also undergo a practical 
assessment (pasta salad) This is looking at product design to suit the 
needs of a customer and to demonstrate knowledge of sensory appeal 
and function on ingredients.  
Teacher grades the Written Communication and Evaluation assessment 
and provides WWW and TI feedback. TI feedback must always be in the 
form of a question or task.  
 
Homework is set using a homework booklet (or Teams) and will cover 
what has been taught in lessons as well as key vocabulary, this is 
marked biweekly.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Each Hospitality and Catering class operates on a carousel. They will do 
the subject for one term per academic year. They will then move on to 
Art, Engineering, Drama or Music. 


